A Guide to Understanding an Orthodontic
Practice Financial Statement
Barry Oliver
The purpose of this article is to help the orthodontic practitioner have a
better understanding of practice financial statements, and what the numbers on these financial statements can tell about the financial condition of
the practice. This article explores the basic structure of financial statements,
including an analysis of key performance indicators (KPI). Properly analyzing
financial statements can give a sense of the health of the practice—pointing
out strengths and weaknesses. Not all practices have the same format for
their financial statements as others, and statements will vary from practice
to practice, some providing more information than others. (Semin Orthod
2011;17:320-331.) © 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

ome practice financial statements provide
little, if any, meaningful information to the
doctor. This can be the result of a lack of detail,
too much detail, or improper grouping of categories. Although there is no one standard in the
accounting profession as to how expenses
should be grouped and summarized, there are
several Certified Public Accountant (CPA) firms
across the country that cater to the orthodontic
profession. One such organization, the Academy
of Dental CPAs (ADCPA; http://www.adcpa.
org), is mentioned here because several of the
key performance indicators (KPIs) mentioned
in this article come from member firms of the
ADCPA. Firms that specialize in providing accounting and tax services to orthodontists tend
to have a better understanding of how an orthodontic practice operates, and what information
is meaningful to help the doctor make important decisions about his or her practice.
In this paper, I will examine the financial
statements of an actual practice. The doctor’s
name has been changed, and a few modifica-
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tions have been made for clarification purposes
only.
The analysis assumes that as a practitioner
and businessperson the doctor is motivated by
money (that’s a good thing, not a bad thing).
Otherwise, why would he/she be interested in
the financial statements of the practice? It further assumes that the doctor wants to pay the
legal minimum in income taxes and retain as
much income as possible. In addition, for most
practitioners, income taxes are their greatest expense. Most orthodontic practice financial statements are driven by income tax considerations.

The Cover Letter
When a practice receives its financial statements from the accountant, a cover letter will
be attached. This is usually referred to as the
accountant’s compilation report. Figure 1
shows a standard compilation report. The first
paragraph clarifies that the statements have
been compiled on an income tax basis. This is
important because the method of accounting
chosen can have a significant impact on how
much, and when, income taxes are paid. The
income tax basis of accounting for most practices means the same thing as the cash basis of
accounting with a few allowances for noncash
items. Almost all practices will want to follow
this method of accounting to avoid paying
taxes sooner than required. The accrual basis
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Figure 1. A standard compilation report.
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of accounting should generally be avoided for
orthodontic practices.
The second and third paragraphs of the compilation report state that the financial statements
have not been reviewed or audited, and that the
owner of the practice has elected to omit substantially all disclosures. This is important to
understand because many doctors think that because their financial statements have been prepared by a CPA, that the CPA will look for and
detect fraud and embezzlement. Looking for
and detecting fraud or embezzlement is beyond
the scope of a standard engagement of compiled
financial statements. This is an expensive service, and most practices will not want to incur
the significant increase of professional fees to
have a review or audit of their financial statements.
Although a discussion about detecting fraud
and embezzlement in orthodontic practices is
beyond the scope of this article, it is important
to understand a few basic areas in which fraud
often occurs. As we proceed through the financial statements, areas of vulnerability will also be
pointed out.

Statements of Assets, Liabilities,
and Equity
Figure 2 shows the statement of assets, liabilities,
and equity, commonly known as a balance sheet.
Notice the date of the balance sheet is “As of.”
This means that the balance sheet is as of a point
in time, whereas an income statement (to be
reviewed next) is for a period, such as a quarter
or 3-month period. Not much time is spent analyzing the balance sheet. That’s because most
doctors want to know how much money they
made and the answer to that is found on the
income statement, known as net income.
A line by-line analysis of the balance sheet
shows that as of December 31, 2008, Dr Smiles
had US$104,402 in the bank. Many practitioners
manage their practice and measure their success
by the amount of cash they have in their bank
account. Cash is watched closely by most doctors
because of the immediate ongoing need to meet
the demands of rent, payroll, supplies, and other
operating expenses of the practice.
The next line item is Loan To/from Shareholder of US$48,212. Although shareholder
loans are not all that common, they are showing

up more frequently, especially for those whose
practice legal entity is an S-Corporation. This
account usually shows up because the doctor
took more money from the practice than there
were earnings available, or, if a practice experiences a downturn in production and there is not
sufficient cash to pay operating expenses, the
doctor sometimes has to put personal funds in to
temporarily support the cash account. For inadequate earnings, this becomes an item that is
driven mainly for income tax purposes.
Next on the balance sheet is the Property and
Equipment, which shows the historical actual
dollar cost of fixed assets that are still operating
in the practice. This means that Dr Seymour
Smiles has spent US$352,203 on things such as
furniture, fixtures, dental chairs, computers,
phones, etc. Accumulated Depreciation is the
amount of fixed assets that has been written off
for income tax purposes. There is an additional
US$42,199 of write-offs (against income) in the
future.
Some doctors have a difficult time understanding how depreciation deductions work for
income taxes. For example, let’s say the practice
purchased US$75,000 of new equipment this
year and borrowed US$75,000 on a line of credit
to pay for that equipment. Depending on the
income tax circumstance, the practice might
elect under Section 179 of the Internal Revenue
Code to expense off the entire US$75,000 of
equipment in year one. That would provide a
nice tax reduction in the current year. However,
in subsequent years when the line of credit is
paid back and cash is flowing out of the practice
cash account, there will be no income tax deduction for the cash outlay because the deduction was taken in year one. Conversely, let’s assume that instead of writing off the entire
amount in year one, the equipment is written off
(depreciated) during a 5-year period. Furthermore, let’s assume that a 3-year loan was taken
out to purchase the equipment. During the next
3 years the cash outlay to pay back the loan
would be greater than your income tax deductions because the depreciation (when it is deducted for income taxes) is spread over a 5-year
period.
Moving down the balance sheet, we come to
the Noncurrent Assets of Goodwill and Patient
Records. These assets tell us that Dr Smiles pur-
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Figure 2. Statements of assets, liabilities, and equity.

chased a practice as opposed to starting from
scratch because this is the only way you can get
Goodwill on your balance sheet. These intangible assets are written off (amortized) for income
tax purposes during a 15-year period. Doctors

who have purchased Goodwill or other intangible assets know the significance and income tax
ramifications of an asset that is written off over a
longer period than the loan period used to acquire those assets.
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For example, similar to depreciation described previously, let us assume that the doctor
borrows money to buy a practice and the loan
must be repaid in 7 years. To keep this example
simple, let’s assume the only assets purchased are
Goodwill and Patient Records for US$450,000.
These 2 intangible assets would be written off during the course of 15 years, or US$30,000 per year.
Monthly payments on a loan of US$450,000, paid
back in 7 years, at 7% interest, would be
US$6791.71 for an annual total of US$81,500.52.
In the later years of the loan, the doctor will
probably ask the CPA how come there is so
much owed in income taxes but there is very
little money in the bank. One answer is because,
as one moves to the end of the loan, more of the
monthly payment is going towards principal,
which is not deductible for income taxes. In year
7, for example, of the US$81,500.52 paid toward
the loan, US$78,492.15 is principal whereas the
tax deduction is only US$30,000 (the amount
one can amortize each year). The good news is
that in years 8 through 15 there will be a
US$30,000 income tax deduction without any
cash outlay. The tough part (for income taxes
and cash flow) is making it through the years in
which the principal payments exceed the amortization deduction allowed.
The second half of the balance sheet is the
liabilities and stockholders’ equity section. This
section details the amount of practice debt and
retained earnings (RET). Under current liabilities it can be seen that Dr Smiles owes US$8,567
on a practice credit card. For the current year
the practice is up-to-date and has fully funded
the retirement plan obligations so the statement
shows that nothing is due at the end of the year.
For the previous year, one finds that there are
amounts due for the 401(k) and retirement
plan. Please note that it is more typical for an
amount to be due at the end of the year for the
retirement plan because total retirement plan
contributions are not usually known until after
the end of the year.
Credit card charges is an area in which fraud
can easily, and often, take place. If the office
manager or other office personnel have access
to the doctor’s credit card information, the doctor must make a detailed review each month to
verify that all charges are authorized and for the
business.

The long-term liabilities section shows that Dr
Smiles owes US$339,684, which is reduced from
US$448,178 a year earlier. The current portion
long-term debt is used as a standard in the accounting profession to distinguish debt that is
due in ⬍1 year. If the doctor’s financial institution is monitoring practice financial statements,
the bank will want to know the breakout of
long-term and short-term debt.
As we shift to stockholders’ equity, the paid in
capital represents the amount of money the doctor used from personal funds to begin the corporation. RET represents the amount of practice
earnings that have yet to be distributed (or paid
out) to the doctor.
Finally, one can see that total assets and total
liabilities and stockholders’ equity are equal in
dollar amount. That is why this is called a “balance sheet.” So next time the CPA says “I need to
balance the accounts,” you will know what the
CPA is talking about. Accounts are balanced to
ensure that all banking and lending activity in
the practice has been accounted for on the financial statements.

Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and
Retained or Retained Earnings (RET)
Figure 3 shows supplemental schedules of the
statements of revenues, expenses, and RET earnings. The schedule of accounts receivable contains important KPI. As noted previously, this
part of the financial statement covers a definitive
period. In this example the 2 right-hand columns represent an entire year and the 2 lefthand columns represent the most recent quarter
for the years ending December 31, 2008 and
2007. Showing 2 years side by side allows comparisons to be made and see how the practice is
doing compared with the previous year for the
same period. For this analysis, the term Accounts
Receivable has the same meaning as Contracts
Receivable. Also notice the left-hand columns
represent a quarter or a 3-month period. Some
practices like to have their financial statements
prepared monthly. However, one should be
careful when using 1-month financial statements
for key decisions; a practice often has peaks and
valleys from month to month, whereas a quarterly statement gives a broader snapshot of the
practice.
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Figure 3. Supplemental schedules of the statements of revenues, expenses, and RET earnings.

Beginning on January 1, 2008, Dr Smiles had
an accounts receivable balance of US$510,131.
Charges or production for the year were

US$1,209,335 compared with US$1,056,761 for
the previous year. Given the economy during
2008, this represents a significant increase in
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charges. Adjustments for the year were US$67,673
for total net charges of US$1,141,662. Collections
were US$1,075,234 compared with US$904,720 for
the previous year. The ending accounts receivable
balance at December 31, 2008, was US$576,559. The
schedule flows from top to bottom following
simple math— beginning accounts receivables
plus charges minus adjustments minus collections equals ending accounts receivable.
The first KPI to notice in Fig. 3 is that the
practice had an increase of US$124,607 of net
charges. Clearly, this is an increase any practice
would like to see, especially given how tough the
economy was in 2008. The next KPI is the realization rate. For both 2007 and 2008 the realization rate was slightly ⬎94%. The realization rate
means that for every dollar in patient charges
the doctor is collecting that percentage of
charges. In 2008, Dr Smiles collected US$940.80
for every US$1,000 charged. Most practices will
be at 95% and above on their realization rate.
Items that affect the realization rate are adjustments that include cash discounts, sibling or
family discounts, scheduling discounts, uncollectible accounts, professional discounts to colleagues, or promotional discounts, such as to a
staff member of a referring doctor. In these
tough economic times many practices have seen
their realization rate decrease because of patients who are not able to keep up with their
payments for treatment. If the realization rate
drops much ⬍95%, one may want to reconsider
the financial policies and the credit worthiness
of the patients you accept in the practice.
The accounts receivable of the practice is an
area ripe for fraud and embezzlement. One
should periodically check the adjustments to ensure they are valid. It would be easy for a staff
member to collect the payment, post it as an
adjustment (as opposed to a payment), then put
the check or cash payment into his or her own
bank account. Depositing a check made out to
the practice into another account of a different
name would not be difficult and would most
likely go undetected by the bank.
Another KPI on the Fig. 3 schedule is the
accounts receivable ratio. This ratio measures
the average amount of time it takes to collect
(on average) full payment from the time treatment was initiated on a patient. For the period
ending December 31, 2008, the accounts receivable ratio for Dr Smiles was 7.10, which means

on average that full (treatment) payment is received in just a little over 7 months per patient.
It is important to watch this ratio because if the
ratio becomes too low, it could be an indication
that too many patients are paying up front, taking advantage of a cash discount (that could be
too high). One might find that lowering the cash
discount will result in more patients using the
standard payment plan.
The question comes up why would one not
want to have as many (if not all) prepayments as
possible? The first obvious answer mentioned
previously is that if everybody is prepaying, then
the practice’s cash discount is probably too high
and money is being left on the table. Second, as
many practices have experienced in 2008 and
2009, when there is a slowdown in patient starts,
and cash flow is not maintaining normal levels
from new patients, then a robust Accounts Receivable can sustain the practice until things
turn around. Some doctors have said that they
prefer the prepayment and if things later slow
down they will put money back into the practice
to keep it afloat. In theory that line of thinking
is fine; however, in reality once money leaves the
practice and is paid to the doctor, it is most likely
spent and not available for the practice if there
is a need.

Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and
Retained Earnings
Figure 4 shows a standard profit and loss or
income statement. Instead of working from top
to bottom, one should first look at the bottom
line, operating income (loss) before doctor expenses, and then review from top to bottom.
Most doctors are more interested in looking at
the bottom line first.
For the 12-month (or 4 quarters ended) period ending December 31, 2008, Dr Smiles had
operating income before doctor expenses of
US$518,992. This is an increase of US$172,031
from the previous year’s operating income of
US$346,961. Going to the top line, net revenues,
the practice experienced a substantial increase in
net revenues of US$183,896 (from US$891,353 to
US$1,075,249) for a 20% increase from the previous year.
The first main category of expenses on the
income statement is total employee compensation, which consists of salaries for assistants, of-
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Figure 4. A standard profit and loss or income statement.

fice staff (including the office manager and/or
treatment coordinator), temporary labor, payroll taxes, and employee benefits. It will be noticed that the category “employee benefits” has
an asterisk (*) symbol by it. Any time this symbol

is seen, it means that there is a supplemental
schedule that provides greater detail for that
category. For this article, the author will not
analyze most supplemental schedules but will
comment on them as appropriate. For example,
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employee benefits generally consist of things
such as health insurance, profit-sharing contributions, and flexible spending accounts for employees. No benefits for the doctor owner are
included here. By separating out these types of
expenses for the doctor, that are considered
discretionary and not necessary expenses for
running the practice, a clearer picture of true
practice overhead is obtained.
One needs to be careful when reviewing total
employee compensation to ensure that salary
and benefits paid to the doctor’s spouse or children are removed from the totals unless, of
course, the spouse or children provide services
that actually benefit the practice. Otherwise, on
a percentage basis, the employee costs will be
inflated. A typical practice will have employee
costs ranging from 20% to 25% depending on
location and benefits offered.
Employee compensation is another area that
is oftentimes used to commit fraud. It is easy for
hours worked to be overstated. It is also easy for
the person in the office who calls in payroll to
the payroll service to change the pay rate, which
would be difficult for most doctors to detect.
Ghost employees (who do not exist) might also
be on the payroll. The doctor must be sure to
check the employee payroll on a regular basis.
Employee expenses are considered fixed
costs. Fixed costs are expenses the practice will
incur regardless of practice income. These fixed
costs sometimes become stepped fixed costs. As
a practice grows and needs more capacity, additional employees are added and results in stepping up the fixed costs of the practice. Conversely, as many practices have experienced a
decline in patient starts and revenues this past
year, employee costs are stepped down as employee days are cut back and hours are reduced.
Because these are fixed costs, their percentage of
overhead based on revenue will fall as revenues
increase, and employee costs percentage will increase as revenues from the practice decrease.
The next main category shown is total occupancy expense. Occupancy expenses are all the
items shown from rent through telephone. A
typical practice will have occupancy expenses
ranging from 10% to 13%. For rent most practices will range from 6% to 8% or greater if in
retail space. Dr Smiles rent expense is 3.52% of
net revenues, well below the average practice.
This can be because of a favorable lease or a very

efficient practice based on the square footage
used by the practice. Interest expense is
US$27,413 down from US$36,609 in the previous year. This decrease would be expected because as the practice pays off its loan, more of
the payments are going towards principal and
less is paid for interest on the loan. Depreciation
has also declined from the previous period as
the practice assets are being written down from
year to year. It can be noted that the amortization expense remained the same in both years.
This is because the amortization expense relates
to the goodwill purchased when Dr Smiles
bought the practice. Goodwill is written off on a
straight-line basis over 15 years. The Section 179
line shows current year equipment purchases
that the doctor has elected to expense off the
total purchase at once for tax purposes as opposed to depreciating the purchase amount over
a longer period. Occupancy expenses are considered fixed expenses for the practice.
The next category to review is supplies and
laboratory, including office expense. These costs
are known as variable expenses. Variable expenses should remain consistent on a percentage basis relative to net revenues. In this example, professional supplies for both years hover
close to 6% and the laboratory expense is close
to 3%. These expenses can vary widely among
practices as doctors make individual choices as
to the types of brackets (and other professional
supplies) purchased, the vendor purchased
from, whether the practice does their own laboratory work, and whether the office has a panoramic and cephalometric X-ray machine.
There can also be a wide range in professional supplies and laboratory expenses among
practices that provide Invisalign (Align Technology, San Jose, CA), with some not offering it at
all and other practices that have a significant
portion of their patients using it. In addition,
because Invisalign is still relatively new to the
profession, there is not consistency among accounting firms, even those who specialize in
serving orthodontic practices, as to which category Invisalign costs are assigned to— either professional supplies or laboratory. Many practices
are now moving to have a separate line item for
Invisalign costs, which is probably how it should
be listed for accuracy and clarity. Look for more
consistency in this area if more practices offer
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Invisalign, or it becomes a more significant part
of orthodontists’ practices.
Office expense for most practices will range
between 2.5% and 3%. Office expense includes
miscellaneous office supplies, postage, bank
charges, and computer expenses.
The next main category of expenses includes
miscellaneous but necessary expenses to run a
practice. Contract services might include a management consultant or a professional associate.
Merchant fees show the cost incurred when patients use their credit cards or arrange for outside third-party financing. Care should be taken
regarding merchant fees because it is easy to not
pay attention to them, resulting in paying 2-3
times more than needed. Also, making sure staff
members are trained to steer patients to less-
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expensive outside payment options without losing the patient should be considered. Marketing
expense for most practices should be approximately 2%. It can be seen that the categories of
education and meetings, meals and entertainment, and automobile expense are not very high
in dollar amounts. This is because the expenses
on the schedule reflect those relating to staff
members and not the doctor owner.
The total expense for the practice is now considered. It can be seen that the practice has overhead of 51.73% down from 61.07% in the previous
year. In actual dollars, total expenses only increased by approximately US$12,000. The large
decrease in overhead percentage was attributable
to increased revenues. Therefore, in most instances the best way to reduce the practice’s over-

Figure 5. The remaining portion of the income statement.
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head percentage is to increase the top revenue
line. Most practices will find it difficult to reduce
overhead in a substantial way without reducing
staff or obtaining a rent reduction— expense items
that are difficult to run a practice without.

Income Statement Continued
Figure 5 shows the remaining portion of the
income statement. It is noted that Dr Smiles
took salary during 2008 of US$230,000. In addition, another US$30,500 was put into the
practice profit-sharing plan for the doctor.
Not shown is the doctor’s 401(k) contribution,
which is included in the doctor’s salary. Doc-

tor expenses of US$44,714 (see Fig. 3) includes items such as payroll taxes on the doctor salary, doctor health insurance, doctor life
insurance, doctor disability insurance, doctor
automobile expense, meals and entertainment, travel and lodging, continuing education, and other doctor owner expenses that
are discretionary in nature and should not be
included in determining true practice overhead. Thus, for 2008, Dr Seymour Smiles
earned a total of US$474,376, which consisted
of his salary of US$230,000, the retirement
plan contribution of US$30,500, and the remaining net income of US$213,876.

Figure 6. The Statement of cash flows.
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The Statement of Cash Flows

Summary

The statement of cash flows is shown in this
article (Fig. 6) not because there is much value
to it but because it is a required disclosure that a
CPA must include, as part of the accounting
profession’s standards. This schedule is useful in
understanding the difference between cash flow
and net income. If the doctor owner has more
practice income that required payment of income taxes without having the cash available,
this schedule helps to explain and reconcile the
difference.

As is evident, the financial statements can be
rather involved. It is critical for an orthodontist
to be able to read and understand the information presented in the practice financial statements to be in a position to make adjustments in
practice management and/or internal controls.
A CPA with a sound understanding of orthodontics can assist the orthodontist in analyzing the
financial health of the practice, and advise him
or her on potential changes to maximize the
practice’s bottom line.

